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The school finance simulator is a Decision Support System (DSS) built to simulate effects of funding changes at the Departmental level upon school jurisdictions within the Province of Alberta. The approach taken to create the "simulator" incorporated the following data processing related issues:

- the use of an established System Development Life Cycle methodology
- the adoption of a prototype approach to flesh out the user simulation needs
- the creation of the DSS as interactive so that a simulation session would successively approach an acceptable result
- the interfacing of the user through decision system support English language like software
- the use of software techniques such as structured analysis, design, and programming

The school finance simulator project resulted in the creation of a powerful tool for educational policy planning and research which is used and accessed by the policy makers themselves.

I. BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

Alberta funds its 132 school jurisdictions via a foundation type program fund. Originally four grants were allocated to each jurisdiction to cover instruction, transportation, administration and debt service costs. However, due to surpluses in the foundation fund, additional grants have been added to meet the specialized needs (e.g., handicapped students) of some individual students within the pro-
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vince. In 1981 Alberta school boards qualified for over 85 individual grants and received over 890 million dollars in funding. (See exhibit 4 for the conceptual diagram of the Alberta grant allocation system.)

With every new grant, and with every modification to an existing grant, it became more difficult for provincial policy makers to predict the likely impact of any proposed policy changes. The difficulty of this task was exacerbated by the fact that virtually all school finance analysis was conducted manually. The net result of manual analysis is its inevitable partial nature due to the computational complexity of altering more than one grant or parameter.

In order to produce a new and better analytic technique for exploring the consequences of modifying grant provisions and/or alternative school finance plans on the total system, Alberta Education initiated this study to develop a school finance simulator.

The DSS was designed to provide the following:

1) An aid allocation simulation and optimization capability detailing the impact of various aid programs, district by district, by school system type, and for the Province as a whole. 'Impact' is defined in terms of:

- the final, aid distribution pattern;
- local requisitions and requisition rates;
- local expenditures;
- aid parameter values for a given program or specific grant;
- the total dollar cost implications for the Province
- the necessary grant parameter values for a total dollar appropriation, parameter values.

2) An executive reporting capability. A standard set of summary reports incorporating trend analyses and comparative statistics by school district, pre-specified groups of districts or for the Province as a whole. Subsequently this analysis was output in graphic form.
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In addition the DSS was to be able to be both maintained and used by minimally experienced data processing professionals and management personnel.

II SELECTED CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

Our selected approach was based on a detailed interview program and literature search. The following four design alternatives were investigated with respect to operationalizing the school finance computer model:

1. Using the existing Alberta Education MIS database and supplementing it with an inquiry type language.
2. Acquiring a software package that had a pre-built model DSS contained within it.
3. Customize/build a DSS.
4. Use an approach which combines the first three.

The inquiry language approach was rejected because the complexity of these languages necessitates the use of sophisticated computing science people. This requirement ran contrary to the strong user preference that the model be readily accessible and useable by senior management.

The acquisition option was rejected due to the lack of relevant pre-built software packages on the market at that time. The closest model was the SFEMS (5,9) (School Finance Equalization Management System), however, it required extensive modification to meet Alberta Education needs. SFEM's strength is its ability to analyze changes in granting philosophy and because of this ability, the DSS which was constructed did have the flexibility to add on the inexpensive SFEMS.

Having narrowed the alternatives to the customize/build approach we then looked at

- the traditional construction approach and
- the prototype approach

A prototype approach was chosen as it lends itself to the continuous evolution of end-user requirements. A successful working DSS was created by the system designer through the construction of different prototype versions which are modified to satisfy end-user demands. The prototype approach lends itself to designing a system that handles changing demands and design changes as opposed to freezing and capturing operational data. Therefore, design changes can be accommodated before large resource commitments have been made. In addition, the approach encouraged the end-user to work down the system's learning curve before the final version was operational. This prototype approach is called an evolutionary strategy for implementing a DSS. (28)

Customize/build options were examined in terms of minimizing start-up and turnaround time and maximizing model life expectancy and maintainability. Meeting these objectives suggested the use of one of several widely used high level languages that have a broad user base. Incorporation of a high level language would also allow the DSS (or parts of it) to become a standard in-Department MIS responsibility during the model's life-time. The high level language also lends itself to ease of modelling and a high degree of interactiveness. The interactive feature was deemed to be very desirable because it met the identified need to respond quickly to the likely question sets posed by personnel internal and external to the Department. Our choice of a high level language was APL. It was chosen because it is:

- flexible as a programming language
- maintainable
- able to meet response time demands

We also considered acquiring a software language such as SIMPLOT, TAB, SPSS under the customize/build approach. This sub-approach was rejected for two major reasons: maintainability and compatibility with the AGS system. In terms of maintainability the fact that these languages are only vendor supplied means that it is very difficult to acquire programmer expertise. In terms of compatibility, many simulation languages are not supported by the existing AGS computer configuration.

III. SYSTEMS PLANNING OF THE MODEL

The systems planning of the model will be discussed in terms of the phases of the system development life cycle (SDLC) methodology chosen and in terms of the techniques employed to make the methodology work.

There was more than one SDLC employed through the project: the elapsed time spanned 6 months. The methodologies used were primarily:

- Alberta Government Services Traditional Method
- System Development Method (SDM) of Peat, Marwick and Mitchell

The first phase of the project of building the model followed the AGS Traditional approach.

This phase was entitled the Initiation phase. During the Initiation phase the feasibility of and approach to the DSS were presented to an Alberta Education steering committee for acceptance. However, It was found that although the project was conceived as large in terms of expenditure and effort by Alberta Education, the building of the model could not exactly follow the traditional build approach. The AGS Traditional approach did not lend itself as a methodology for model or DSS building but more as a method for building production oriented data processing systems. Subsequently, the SDLC of SDM was chosen and followed.
The phases of the system development method were:

- a Requirements Definition phase
- a Conceptual Design phase
- a Detail Design phase
- a Development phase
- an implementation phase
- a Post Implementation Review phase

These phases had numerous tasks associated with their work programs and documentation of the deliverables of each task and phase. It is important to note that by the prototype approach several reiterations of the detail design, development, and implementation phases were performed.

Although most SDLC’s have strengths and weaknesses that can be categorized in many ways (17), we found the techniques of SDM to be particularly effective in building a DSS. The techniques we made major use of in this methodology included:

- structured system analysis tools including: data flow diagrams and data dictionary
- structured system design tools such as process structure charts
- English language walk-throughs of the paper model before computer program construction
- human engineering concepts of the Decision System Support software, a close to English-menu driven interface between the end-user or policy maker and the computer system
- incremental testing, including top-down testing, through the use of a preconstructed prototypes
- change control subsequent to the prototype sign-off and detail design phase acceptance
- data base design both traditional with a traditional language (Fortran) and free form design with a mathematical modelling language (APL).

These techniques in themselves constituted documentation standards that were easy to follow, appropriate, and heuristically valuable to Alberta Education and the construction team.

V. MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION

Model development will be described in terms of the level of DSS detail, the computing systems used to create, load, and run the DSS, and in terms of some implementation issues.

Level of Detail

The level of detail of the DSS is shown in the chart exhibit #1 (with apologies to Richard Nolan (18)). The maximal level of accurate, acceptable detail statistics included:

- projected and actual assessment
- jurisdictional auditted financial statements (1976-1979)

The detail was condensed at times to management indicators (e.g., student-teacher ratios), that showed trends or reasonableness of the detailed data. However, all numbers used in the simulations were at the detail level and considerable effort was expended locating the statistical values to be put in the model. The existing granting policies and legislation was translated into mathematical symbolism, and often user sign-off translated into APL.

The model created a provincial pro-forma statement based on model general or verified pro-forma statements for individual jurisdictions within the province. The model also incorporated the capability to estimate pro-forma statements for jurisdictions given a pro-forma statement for the province and certain assumptions such as save-harmless.

Note should be made by the reader of the effect of swings in the data hierarchy pyramid. A change at the bottom of the pyramid does not substantially affect the model or policy options given that the model has some base line values. However, a small change in policy in the model at the top of the pyramid could eliminate the need for much of the bottom pyramid detail or create a need for considerably more detail. The dramatic effects of caused changes at the top of the pyramid underlined the need for a high degree of end-user input during construction. The prototype or process approach ensures user participation.

Computing Systems

The model spanned several computer systems, several languages, and many data structures. The diagram exhibit
EXHIBIT 2 — A SYSTEM FLOW CHARTS

Indeed, the man-machine boundary requires the end-policy-user to set up a simulation session in his head or on paper before sitting down at the terminal in order to maximize the utility of the output. However, the user can easily change or fine tune the policy question interactively and see the resultant effect. This can be seen in the diagram exhibit #3 as many simulation snap-shots can be taken during a simulation run.

Implementation

The implementation of the total DSS commenced with the demonstration of the paper model and was further presented with the prototype — a very restrictive working version of the model. The DSS has been fully signed-off at the time of writing this paper. The goal of implementation of any computer system is end-user satisfaction and the primary user, the associate director of planning, has described the DSS as "similar to the hippopotamus in a tutu from Fantasia. The DSS is big but performs the most intricate ballet steps well"! All potential end-users of this model have been directly involved through all phases of the SDLC and a smooth transition to user personnel has been accomplished.

V. OPERATION OF THE SIMULATOR MODEL

The best example of the operation of the DSS is given through an English-language walk-through that was prepared during the first phase and subsequently became a design idea.

EXHIBIT 3 — CONCEPTUAL DATA FLOW DIAGRAM — PHASE 1

The model then used a different operating system, MTS, (Michigan Terminal System), that was more user oriented and forgiving. The Decision System Support Software interface was written in Fortran to accommodate interfacing file handling with additional software packages and APL file types. At that time the targetted external service bureau did not have an operating system file to workspace handler. The model itself was written in APL to assist in ease of change. The ability to consider a jurisdiction as a collection (a multi-dimensional matrix) of data was considered important. The ability to, with one command, reshape that matrix was considered very important. The legislation was translated into APL functions and it also could be changed quite quickly by the end-user. This created a need for the user to become quite creative in his examination of policy questions as opposed to passive during traditional information requests. This provided both decision support and "creativity enhancement" (32) to the policy makers.
An English Language Walk-Through

The policy question posed is; what would be the dollar figure in a dollar per pupil grant which would replace SREG and EOF, (two AEGO grants), while not reducing total board revenue. At any time the use could use the full grants name i.e. AEGO is Alberta Education Grants Order. (See exhibit #4)

Resolution

1. Sign on and direct the model to the grant matrix file where each SEPF and AEGO grant is represented in arithmetic form.

2. The user would then communicate with the “decision system support software” or English language interface which precludes the need for the user to possess computer language skills. (See exhibit #5)

The English language interface would ask questions such as:

- which grant(s) do you wish to modify?
- do you wish to set SREG = 0?
- do you wish to add a new grant?

And then translate the answers to these questions into the program language of the model.

3. After the user has set SREG and EOF = 0 and specified the parameters of the new grant he would then ask for a simulation.

4. During the simulation run, the model would calculate revenue generated from the new grant and revenue lost by eliminating SREG and EOF, by referring to descriptive statistics such as jurisdictional enrollment which have been generated from a mini data base. The use of the descriptive statistics file negates the process of passing a large data base thus reducing run costs. If new descriptive statistics are needed to run the simulation, the mini data base would be passed and the statistics generated and stored for future use.

5. The output of the simulation would be in executive summary form with only a few results and/or graphics being reported. In our example, the first simulation run reported that there was a large short-fall in total board revenue under the assumption of the initial specifications.

6. The user would then re-enter the grant matrix file, increase the per pupil grant, and re-run the simulation. The user would analyze the results and refine the per pupil grant until he was satisfied with the overall effects of the grant changes.

7. After the best simulation had been chosen, the user would then ask for a detailed run which would illustrate the effects of the grant changes on every, or a selected group, of jurisdictions in the province.

8. If certain key jurisdictions are adversely affected, detailed runs or other promising simulations would also be asked for.

9. When sufficient information was received, the user would sign-off after about ½ hour elapsed time.

**VI. MAINTENANCE**

Maintenance of the system can be described in terms of monitoring of the software and the software-like requirements, and monitoring the data. From the Nolan pyramid, exhibit #1, we see the data is not critical if we define default data. This was done as the benchmark data with base year 1978. Should the model be unable to use a given year's data actual or projected then the model uses 1978. House-keeping of the data should be minimal with
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much of it done by the existing MIS department on an on-going basis.

Maintenance of the software can be complicated. Changes in base year legislation, 1978, would be done on a yearly basis. The user can do much of this himself through the use of the decision system support software. However, changes to the software interface requires the use of direct data processing personnel. Their response turn-around time has been minimal given:

- the modern documentation standards employed

and

- the change control mechanism of the System Development Method.

VIII. MANAGEMENT AUTOPSY

The post-implementation review has not been done on this project at the time of writing of this paper, hence the management autopsy cannot be comprehensively written now. However, the review of the system will evolve over the model’s life expectancy of 3 to 5 years. As the end-users travel along the DSS learning curve, model usage and ease of enhancements will decide whether the final delivered system meets the objectives of Alberta Education.
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